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Using the Theory of Resilience and Relational

Load (TRRL; Afifi et al., 2016) as a framework,

this study examines the processes that…

facilitate relational satisfaction and mitigate

relational load in interracial relationships (IRRs)

in the face of race-based relational stigma from

one’s social network. Five hundred twenty-

three Black and Latinx individuals in

heterosexual relationships with a white partner

completed a survey. Results from multiple

group structural equation models revealed

support for the TRRL for both Black and Latinx

groups, but primarily for communal orientation

rather than relationship maintenance. Overall,

the more that Latinx participants felt

communally oriented toward their romantic

partner, the less stigma-based stress they felt

from one’s network and the less race-based

conflict they experienced with their partner,

which, in turn, were associated with less

relational load. Relationship maintenance was,

however, significantly and positively associated

with relationship satisfaction for Black

individuals in IRRs, but not Latinx individuals.

;

Resilience in Interracial
Relationships: Relationship
Maintenance and Communal
Orientation as Pro...

PRESENTATION

This study tests the feasibility of using virtual

reality (VR) with older adults with mild cognitive

impairment (MCI) or mild to moderate dement…

with their family members who live at a

distance. Twenty-one residents in a senior

living community and a family member (who

participated in the VR with the resident from a

distance) engaged in a baseline telephone call,

followed by three weekly VR sessions.

Residents and family members alike found the

VR to be safe, highly satisfying, and easy to

use. In addition, the VR was acceptable and

enjoyable for residents with MCI and mild to

moderate dementia. Human coding revealed

that residents were more conversationally

engaged, and automated coding revealed that

the residents were more behaviorally engaged,

in the VR sessions compared to the baseline

telephone call and in the VR sessions that used

reminiscence therapy. The results also illustrate

the importance of using multiple methods to

assess engagement. Residents with dementia

reported greater immersion in the VR than

residents with MCI. However, the automated

coding indicated that residents with MCI were

more behaviorally engaged while using the VR

than residents with dementia. The results

demonstrate that VR can allow older adults,

who often suffer from social isolation and poor

mental health in senior living communities, to

still travel, relive their past, and engage fully

with life with their family members, despite

geographical separation and physical and

cognitive challenges.

;

Testing the Feasibility of Virtual
Reality With Older Adults With
Cognitive Impairments and Their...

PRESENTATION

Affective Disposition Theory is a central

framework in communication research for

understanding the appeal of character-driven…

media formats. Despite substantial progress,

empirical evidence confirming Affective

Disposition Theory's theoretical tenets remains

confined to laboratory experiments and manual

content-analytic studies. This monoculture of

small-scale, controlled methodological

practises prevents communication scholars

from testing ADT’s key predictions “in the wild”

and at scale. In this paper, we propose the

development of a computational pipeline to

test ADT’s key hypotheses with real-world

narratives and at unprecedented scale.

Specifically, we probe how perpetrator-action-

target units combined with commonsense

intention inference can achieve human

accuracy in identifying characters’ moral

behavior and their experienced positive and

negative outcomes. In addition, we seek to

employ our computational pipeline on a large

corpus of movie plot summaries to test ADT’s

main theoretical hypothesis that audiences

favor narratives in which moral (immoral)

characters are being rewarded (punished).

;

Disposition Theory at Scale: A
Computational Pipeline Linking
Character Morality and Story
Perfor...

PRESENTATION

Arguments are a universal aspect of human

social interaction and have persisted

throughout the history of mankind. This study…

examines how arguments on the online debate

platform Kialo differ along their sentiment,

length, concreteness, and use of hyperlinks.

Furthermore, these argument characteristics

are used to predict their rated impact of the

arguments within the debate. To accomplish

these goals, this study employs a

computational content analysis of 2046

arguments from 29 randomly selected popular

debates.

;

Sweet Arguments (Are Made of
These): A Computational Content
Analysis of Argument Strength

PRESENTATION

Drawing from resilience theory and past

research on undocumented immigrants, this

study explored subgroups of undocumented…

college students (UCS) based on their patterns

of protection-oriented family communication

and psychological coping. Using survey data

from 237 UCS, latent profile analyses revealed

three subgroups. Optimistic perfectionists
frequently received messages from family that

emphasized perfectionism and were high in

optimistic coping. Comprehensive copers
scored moderately high in all types of

protection-oriented family communication and

psychological coping. Strengths-based
psychological copers infrequently received

protection-oriented messages from family, yet

they scored moderately to moderately high in

psychological coping. Compared to the other

two profiles, optimistic perfectionists

qualitatively had the highest scores in anxiety

and sleep disturbances, as well as the lowest

scores in perceived wellbeing. Comprehensive

copers and strengths-based copers’ anxiety

and sleep disturbances were not significantly

different; however, comprehensive copers

reported significantly greater wellbeing and

academic motivation.

;

A Latent Profile Analysis of
Undocumented College Students’
Protection-Oriented Family
Communicat...

PRESENTATION

Do social media simply reproduce political

inequality between racial groups or are they

powerful tools for marginalized racial groups t…

contest the status quo? This study examined

resource-based and identity-based theoretical

explanations for differences between Whites

and racial/ethnic minorities in political

expression on social media. Across 4 nationally

representative surveys collected in the United

States (2016 & 2018), we found that Whites (vs.

Blacks, Asians, and sometimes Hispanics) had

a slightly higher probability of engaging in

different forms of political expression. However,

Blacks and some smaller groups were more

likely than Whites to engage in symbolic

behaviors such as using hashtags and

changing their profile picture. While there was

some evidence that differences in

socioeconomic status and political interest may

explain Whites’ higher likelihood of political

expression, identity-related factors played a

counter-stratifying role. Racial/ethnic minority

respondents were more likely than Whites to

view their racial group as having too little

influence in American politics, a perception

which was in turn positively related to political

expression on social media. We use our

findings—and their limitations—to argue for

more robust theorization and measurement in

the study of race in political communication on

social media.

;

Racial Gaps in Political Expression
on Social Media

PRESENTATION

This experimental study examined the extent to

which inoculation treatments influenced

deceptive messages processing, on-line…

information-seeking, ability to identify

misleading information, and resistance to

disingenuous front group messages.

Participants were 226 undergraduate students

from a large southwestern university. MANOVA,

multiple regression, and Chi-Square tests were

run to test the research hypotheses.

Differences were not observed between

groups on message processing or resistance;

however, fortified inoculation treatments were

superior to the standard inoculation treatments

in producing more focused information-seeking

behaviors, greater perceived threat, and

increased counterarguing output. Relative to

the control group, the inoculated groups were

also more accurate at identifying unreliable

sources in the front group attack messages and

were more confident about their identifications

being accurate. Findings direct attention to the

role front groups may often play in fabricating

and disseminating misinformation.

Keywords: deception, front groups, inoculation

theory, heuristic systematic model,

misinformation, misleading campaigns, online

information seeking

;

Inoculation, Misinformation, and
Online Information Seeking

PRESENTATION

Nonverbal signals color the meanings of

interpersonal relationships. Humans rely on

facial, head, postural and vocal signals to…

express relational messages along continua of

dominance-submission, composure-

nervousness and trust-distrust. New automated

analysis tools and machine learning methods

have made possible a deeper understanding of

the dynamics of relational communication.

These are explored in the context of group

interactions during a game entailing deception.

The messiness of studying communication

under naturalistic conditions also creates many

measurement and design obstacles that are

discussed here. Possibilities for their mitigation

are considered.

;

Nonverbal Behaviors “Speak”
Relational Messages of Dominance,
Trust, and Composure

PRESENTATION

Synchrony is a natural part of human

interaction and is often associated with a

variety of pro-social outcomes including affinit…

and rapport. The purpose of this research was

to examine whether human negotiators would

synchronize their movements when working

with non-human avatars and if so, whether that

would affect their perceptions of their

negotiations. Results suggest that participants

synchronized their movements with the

movements of non-human negotiation partners,

that greater synchrony was observed when

participants engaged in an integrative

negotiation compared to a distributive

negotiation, and participants that engaged in

synchrony reported greater affiliation with their

non-human partner. Synchrony also lead to

giving more to the non-human agent in an

integrative negotiation whereas it had no

significant impact on the outcomes in a

distributive negotiation. Implications for human-

machine interaction are discussed.

;

Synchrony Facilitates Altruistic
Decision Making for Non-Human
Avatars

PRESENTATION

Using the lens of “difficult conversations”, we

examined whether risk level, location, and

relationship influenced experiences people h…

when turning down an event invitation during

the COVID-19 pandemic. People from Ohio and

California reported less likelihood of attending

the event in the high risk condition than people

from Oklahoma. Participants were more likely

to lie about concerns for low-risk events to

avoid conflict. A three-way interaction between

all three factors influenced perceptions of

future interactions.

;

The Influence of Risk, Location, and
Relationship on Accepting an
Invitation During the COVID-19 ...

PRESENTATION

With the increasing proliferation of digital

technologies that can distribute work to crowds

across time and space, the last decade has…

ushed in new possibilities for organizations to

draw on external labor. One such form of labor

is becoming more common as organizations

develop and market artificially intelligent (AI)

technologies: the widescale involvement of

users in training machine learning algorithms.

Although the machine learning algorithms that

undergird most AI applications promise to

improve the technology’s functionality over

time, organizations are posed to benefit from

early adopters’ willingness to use algorithms

that do not provide them much value. This

study focuses on why users are motivated to

provide unpaid labor to improve imperfect

machine learning algorithms and how

organizations sustain this work. Drawing on a

comparative ethnographic study of developers

and users of two differently designed AI

scheduling tools, we find that designers’

choices about whether to foreground AI

capabilities in the tools attracted users looking

to use the scheduling tool to enact different

identities. The tool in which AI was

foregrounded attracted users who were willing

to provide a great deal of unpaid labor to train

the algorithm in order to be seen as technology

enthusiasts, but this work was not sustained

when use of the tool threatened other

identities. In contrast, the organization that

deployed that tool in which the AI capabilities

were hidden was able to sustain users’

identities as master schedulers could not learn

as broadly. After showing how these

differences in identity construction shaped

people’s motivations to contribute unpaid labor

and what effects these contributions (or lack

therefore) had for the organizations that build

these tools, we discuss the implications for the

role that identity plays in motivating and

sustaining unpaid labor in the context of new AI

technologies.

;

Identity-Based Motivations for
Training Machine Learning
Algorithms: Exploring the Unpaid
Labor T...

PRESENTATION

In light of the work-from-home mandate

brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic and the

trend towards remote work arrangements mo…

broadly, this study investigates how

newcomers seek information while beginning

and adjusting to new jobs remotely. The current

literature on newcomers’ information seeking

relies on assumptions about their abilities to

interact with and observe others in the physical

work setting, which may be difficult to do

during remote socialization. Drawing on

interviews with individuals who began a new

job remotely during the pandemic (n = 26), this

study identified five tactics through which

newcomers sought information in the context

of remote work (initiating non-task related

video meetings, asking direct questions,

experimentation, initiating unsanctioned in-

person meetings, and accessing digital

repositories and social media) and the seven

types of information obtained using these

tactics (relational information, organizational

directory information, work-engagement norms,

self-expression norms, appraisal information,

procedural information, and implicit task

information). We discuss the implications of the

findings for organizational socialization

research and practice.

;

Navigating Water Cooler Talks
Without the Water Cooler:
Information Seeking During Remote
Sociali...

PRESENTATION

This paper expands the theoretical base of

intergroup and intercultural communication by

testing the communication model of…

interdependence (CMII). Propositions of CMII

are tested by invoking relationships between

the U.S. and other national groups as they

change over time. Relevant self-report

outcomes include: social connectedness,

language attitudes, and communication

accommodation. How awareness of de-

interdepending is associated with outcomes

will also be examined.

;

The Communication Model of
Intergroup Interdependence: Testing
Group Heuristic Formation

PRESENTATION

Today’s online incivility makes comment

streams often vigorous, even violent places for

public engagement. This study uses the…

Sociotechnical Influence Model, a dual-process

approach to computer-mediated persuasion, to

examine how argument strength and heuristic

cues associated with uncivil user comments

generate attitudinal, cognitive, and behavioral

responses from readers. In a web-based

experiment, participants (N = 205) read a news

article followed by uncivil comments that vary

in argument strength and like/dislike feedback

cues. Consistent with the model, stronger

arguments elicited more favorable evaluation

of comment content, more cognitive

elaboration of news content, and more

intervention against incivility. Positive heuristic

cues further enhanced news elaboration, while

the absence of any heuristic cues led to

increased intervention against incivility

accompanying weak arguments. Findings

validate novel operationalizations of the model

and suggest practical strategies for platform

providers invested in mitigating online incivility.

;

What Normalizes Online Incivility:
Dual-Process Effects of Argument
Strength and Heuristic Cues i...

PRESENTATION

Latino adolescents spend over an hour more

per day on screens than Whites, with Black

tweens and teens attending to screen media…

for over two additional hours per day than

Whites. When considering such media usage

levels alongside content analytic evidence, a

potentially harmful environment is revealed for

low-income, racial/ethnic adolescents as they

are more likely to be engaged with media

content that has long been documented to

unfavorably and stereotypically depict their

racial/ethnic groups. We conducted focus

group interviews with 32 Latino adolescents to

better understand how Latinx adolescents

perceive, select, and avoid, media content

which may damage self-and-group concept.

The current qualitative analysis applies insights

from frameworks on social identity

gratifications and ethnic identity development.

;

…If They Only Disrespect Us a Little,
and the Story is Interesting, I Keep
Watching: Navigation o...

PRESENTATION

The Model of Intuitive Morality and Exemplars

details the short- and long-term processes

driving media selection, assessment, and…

production cycles (Tamborini, 2011), however it

does not account for linkages between

biological sex, stress, moral judgment, and

media preference. We tracked participants over

two weeks during the Coronavirus pandemic

and measured moral intuitions, psychographics,

and the evaluations of eight novel stimuli

varying in type (care vs. loyalty) and existence

of moral conflict. We also used Netflix history

data to align genre choice with self-reported

stress both pre- and mid-pandemic. Most

hypotheses were not, or minimally, supported,

although non-significant and noteworthy links

were found. Implications and future directions

are discussed.

;

Netflix and Chill: How Stress,
Biological Sex, and Moral Intuitions
Predict Media Evaluation and ...

PRESENTATION

In the Hollywood film industry, racial minorities

remain underrepresented. Characters from

racially underrepresented groups receive less…

screen time, fewer central story positions, and

frequently inherit plotlines, motivations, and

actions that are primarily driven by white

characters. However, there are no clearly

defined, standardized, and scalable metrics for

taking stock of racial minorities’

cinematographic representation. In this paper,

we combine methodological tools from

computer vision and network science to

develop a content-analytical framework for

identifying visual and structural racial biases in

film productions. We evaluate our approach on

a set of 10 popular movies, demonstrating that

this method provides a detailed, scalable

examination of racial inclusion and group

representations in film. We integrate our

method into larger theoretical discussions on

audiences’ perception of racial minorities and

illuminate future research trajectories towards

the computational assessment of racial biases

in audiovisual narratives.

;

Representations of Racial Minorities
in Popular Hollywood Movies: A
Content-Analytic Synergy of C...

PRESENTATION

Herein, we present a registered report aimed at

ascertaining how these higher-order learning

processes extend to humans’ inference and…

representation of narratives. Narratives entail

an array of features indicative of complex

networks, including community structures and

skewed degree distribution among character

interaction networks (Skowron, Trapp, Payr, &

Trappl, 2016) to the topological ordering of

narrative event chains (Chao, Kanno, Furuta, &

Lin, 2019). Accordingly, we seek to examine the

ways in which narrative inference is contingent

on humans’ accurate detection of statistical

regularities governing narrative structure. We

outline an experimental study to examine how

computational network models of narrative

structure (Gleiser, 2007; Gorinski & Lapata,

2015; Skowron et al., 2016; Weng, Chu, & Wu,

2007) reflect humans’ inference and mental

representation of these structures.

Furthermore, we aim to explore whether

humans infer both local and global features of

narrative structures, and whether individual

differences in social cognition and fiction

reading habits modulate how accurately

information from narratives is abstracted.

Moreover, our proposed study introduces a

methodological innovation by integrating

naturalistic stimuli (Finn et al., 2019; Vanderwal

et al., 2017) into the field of graph learning.

While previous research has explored how

humans learn structures of experimentally-

designed and tightly controlled networks,

narrative exposure reflects a smoothly evolving

and engaging experience. Due to the temporal,

topological ordering with which narratives

deliver sensory events, they closely mirror

human’s natural experience (Mar & Oatley,

2008) and hence offer a more ecologically

valid context to examine how statistical

regularities are inferred.

;

Narrative Graph Learning: How
Humans Infer and Represent
Narrative Network Structures

PRESENTATION

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)

is a highly prevalent cognitive disorder with

detrimental personal, social, vocational, and…

academic outcomes. Extant work suggests

ADHD-related cognitive performance

differences are magnified under cognitive load,

and minimized under perceptual load, but the

neural mechanisms that undergird these effects

have yet to be examined. In three studies—two

behavioral and one brain imaging—we show

that cognitive load and perceptual load

differentially influence both task performance

and functional connectivity in an ADHD-specific

fashion. Cognitive load reduced performance,

increased reaction time variability (RTV), and

reduced brain network efficiency in ADHD

whereas perceptual load increased

performance, reduced RTV, and increased

brain network efficiency. These results provide

evidence for the context-specific nature of

ADHD-related cognitive control deficits and

suggest that research paradigms at the

intersection of media design and neuroimaging

may be useful for better understanding ADHD

and and for creating more effective clinical

interventions.

;

Cognitive and Perceptual Load Have
Opposing Effects on Brain Network
Efficiency and Task Performa...

PRESENTATION

Immigrant experiences in the U.S. can be

particularly difficult, as they may experience

acculturative stress brought on by…

discrimination or a mismatch of values with

those of their host country. Past research

indicates that family support and social

networking sites can ameliorate their difficulties

and contribute to psychological wellness. In

order to determine how these factors influence

immigrants’ mental health communication

behaviors in their families, we conducted a

survey among U.S. immigrants. Results

indicated that for those who have discussed

mental health with their parents, lowered self-

stigma, more social media mental health

contact, and age were associated with open

communication. Further, first-generation

immigrants reported higher open

communication with parents than second-

generation parents, and multiracial immigrants

reported lower communication than monoracial

immigrants. Qualitative results suggest that

immigrants’ perceptions of positive mental

health communication is dictated more by

parents’ reactions than any personal factors,

such as social media mental health contact.

;

Mental Health Communication in
Immigrant Families: The Positive
Influence of Social Media Contact

PRESENTATION

As digital agents play larger roles in everyday

life, questions arise regarding what

conversational characteristics they should…

possess. The computers-are-social-actors

(CASA) paradigm proposes that people treat

robots with human characteristics like human

social agents, but the expectancy violations

paradigm posits that these characteristics, in

themselves, are less important than the

unexpectedness of their presence/absence. A

pilot study established baseline expectancies.

A 2 (more/less contingent responses) X 2

(fast/slow response latency) X 2 (agent:

human/chatbot) experiment then tested the

competing paradigms of CASA and expectancy

violations through a text-based conversation.

Results showed that conversationally

contingent and fast response latency agents

were most credible, but chatbots were always

less socially attractive than human agents. The

results supported the CASA paradigm insofar

as a conversation is functional (e.g., about

utilitarian information requests), but supported

neither the CASA paradigm when social

aspects of a conversation are considered nor

the expectancy violations paradigm.

;

Chatbots vs. Humans: Computers
Are Social Actors vs. Expectancy
Violations Responses to Conversat...

PRESENTATION

Our study presents two experiments that

examine the effects of direct and vicarious

CMC intergroup contact, as well as the…

influence of group size during online

interactions on contact effects (e.g., attitudes,

feelings, trust). Contact effects were larger in

the direct contact context (Experiment 1) than in

the indirect contact context (Experiment 2).

Results also indicate contact effects were more

likely among dyads in Experiment 1, but more

likely with group interactions in Experiment 2.

;

Examining Direct and Vicarious
Online Contact Effects on
Singaporeans’ Attitudes Toward
Chinese I...

PRESENTATION

Applying insights from social identity theory,

social identity gratifications, and cultivation

theory, the current nationally representative…

sample of 1,388 adult media users in the U.S.

aims to examine the impact of media usage

patterns (including selection and avoidance

tendencies as well as quality of

characterizations) on: (a) views about media

representations of Blacks, (b) perceptions of

the impact of exposure on attitudes about

Blacks in society, (c) perceptions of race

relations in the U.S., (d) views regarding

opportunities available to Black Americans, and

(e) views about racial equity in U.S. society. The

current extended abstract details the

hypotheses being tested, the analysis plan, the

theoretical framing, and the social importance.

All data have been collected and analyses are

underway.

;

Distorted Media, Distorted Society:
The Media’s Effect on Views About
One’s Own and Other Racial/...

PRESENTATION

Everyday social interaction has long been

theorized to be a key location of relationship

maintenance. Drawing from communicate bo…

belong theory, two dimensions of routine social

interactions (i.e., volition, typicality) are

examined in the context of everyday talk to

advance theory on relationship maintenance.

This manuscript examines adults’ (N = 127)

social interactions (n = 2,537) collected through

experience sampling. Multilevel modeling

results suggest the more typical the social

interaction, the more connection and wellbeing

and the less social energy individuals report

expending. The more volitional (i.e., engaged in

by choice) the interaction, the more connection

and wellbeing and more social energy

expended. Day-over-day analyses (n = 793)

suggest participants maintained their

relationships more easily when they had more

choice in their interactions each day, but a

more stable routine of interaction across the

week. This manuscript offers new directions for

understanding how relationship maintenance

functions within people’s social ecology.

;

Relational Maintenance and the
Communicate Bond Belong Theory:
Considering Typicality and Volitio...

PRESENTATION

This study explores how difficult

communication events (e.g., complaining,

venting) relate to current and later-in-the-day…

rumination. Guided by the emotional cascade

model, we predicted that difficult

communication events would positively

associate with reports of momentary rumination

and later-in-the-day rumination, controlling for

trait rumination, time, and previous rumination.

Hypotheses were tested using experience

sampling data (N = 127) representing 2,537

reported social interactions. Both hypotheses

involving rumination were supported,

suggesting that social interaction in the context

of everyday life can have a lingering influence

on personal well-being. This study extends

research on emotional cascades and everyday

social interaction. The results also provide

insight on the link between savoring

communication and ruminative cycles.

;

The Link Between Difficult
Interpersonal Communication
Episodes and Current and Later-in-
the-Day ...

PRESENTATION

This study builds upon Communication Privacy

Management (CPM) theory to investigate the

impact of cultural differences on the way…

college-age children manage privacy

boundaries with respect to their parents in

social media. Differences in how (1) American

domestic students, (2) Chinese international

students who study in the U.S., and (3) Chinese

domestic students were examined. A survey

was administered at universities in two

countries to test relationships between culture

(i.e., nationality and cultural orientations) and

privacy management behaviors, attitudes, and

perceptions. Results of the survey reveal

significant differences among the three

populations in how they manage their privacy

with regard to their parents in social media. The

results have important implications for both

theory and future research as it is the first to

study how culture impacts privacy management

between family members on social media.

;

Cultural Differences in Privacy
Management on Social Media
Among Emerging Adult Children and
Thei...

PRESENTATION

Copious evidence supports the use of media to

meet both hedonic and eudaimonic needs.

However, a third need has been relatively…

unexplored – that of coping. The COVID-19

pandemic presented a unique opportunity to

answer the critical question: how does media

use aid (or subvert) emotion-focused and

problem –focused coping with significant life

stress? Based on a national survey conducted

March 20-25, 2020, the week after COVID-19

was declared a US national emergency (N =

564), evidence offered strong support for the

value of entertainment media on coping

processes. Looking across a range of coping

techniques, only TV/movie consumption and

music consumption appeared to mitigate the

negative effect of stress on coping efficacy.

Further, a significant serial mediation pathway

suggested TV/movie consumption indirectly

associated with increased social distancing via

coping efficacy. These results and others

provide evidence for the important role that

media consumption can play in supporting

coping processes beyond those strategies

typically recommended by health professionals.

;

Coping With COVID-19 Shutdown
Stress: The Role of Media Use in
Boosting Perceived Coping
Efficacy...

PRESENTATION

;

INFO SYS PANEL ON THEORY AND
TEACHING_GMT20210410-
002130_Recording_3840x2160

PRESENTATION

Formation of accurate risk perceptions and

adoption of protective measures play a key role

in reducing transmission and stopping the…

spread of infectious diseases. Extant research,

however, have shown that perceptions of risk

are not necessarily correlated with the level of

actual risk, including that of COVID-19. Informed

by the social amplification of risk framework

(SARF), we argue that having a parasocial

relationship with a celebrity who has COVID-19

should make the risk of contracting the virus

more real, thus amplifying the perceived risk of

the pandemic and reducing the biased sense

of optimism that one is safe. Findings from a

national survey (N = 493) suggest that having a

parasocial friend contract COVID-19, is related

to increased perceived risk, especially for those

for whom it would otherwise seem abstract and

vague. In particular, the effect of having

stronger parasocial relationships with

celebrities who disclosed their COVID-19

diagnosis on perceived risk and intent to

comply with recommendations, was especially

large for younger respondents, those who are

less exposed to news about the pandemic, and

those who have less personal experience with

COVID-19. Findings are discussed in terms of

their contribution to understanding the role of

celebrities in health communication.

;

Making it Real: The Role of
Parasocial Relationships in
Enhancing COVID-19 Risk and
Protective Be...

PRESENTATION

In recent decades, countless studies on the

negative effects of child screen media use

have been conducted and discussed in the…

media. However, it was also shown that parents

find it difficult to limit their children's screen

time according to restrictive recommendations

which can lead to feelings of guilt. In this paper,

we study the concept of parental screen guilt.

Based on two cross-sectional (n = 179/ n = 496)

and one longitudinal analyses (n = 192) of two

survey studies with American caregivers

conducted during the COVID-19-pandemic, we

show that parental screen guilt leads to more

parental stress around screen time and that this

increased stress is associated with lower

satisfaction with the parent-child relationship.

Time spent with screens is partly associated

with parental screen guilt but does only show

small indirect effects on parental satisfaction

with the parent-child relationship. Results were

not moderated by a child's age or parent's

gender. We discuss implications for the debate

around children's screen time.

;

Too Much Screen Time or Too Much
Guilt? How Screen Time and
Parental Screen Guilt Affected
Parent...
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When faced with medical decisions, people

often engage in affective forecasting.

Unfortunately, people tend to overestimate th…

intensity and duration of negative reactions to

future health events, which can lead to sub-

optimal decision-making. This study explored

the potential of emotional flow in a testimonial

to debias affective forecasting and to increase

positive health outcomes in the context of

genetic testing. Using a pretest-posttest

experiment, we designed a narrative

intervention that mirrored expected shifts in

intensity of fear throughout genetic testing to

examine whether these shifts would increase

the accuracy of affective forecasts and increase

intent to undergo testing. Results showed that

illustrating shifts in the intensity of fear

significantly reduced anticipated fear during

the coping stage, which, in turn, had a positive

impact on genetic testing intent. Our findings

emphasize the importance of portraying

emotional shifts in narrative designs to facilitate

individuals’ ability to “pre-experience”

emotional reactions to health events.

;

Use of Emotional Flow to Debias
Affective Forecasting: The Case
Study of Genetic Testing Testimon...
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Dark Triad traits—Machiavellianism,

psychopathy, and narcissism—are associated

with increased rates of short-term and…

deceptive mating tactics. Using a life-history

perspective, we developed and tested a Lurker

Hypothesis, which predicts that individuals who

experienced more violence in childhood

develop more Machiavellian personalities in

adulthood, and are consequently more likely to

seek short-term sexual partners using social

media, but in a non-normative fashion (thereby

concealing their behavior). We confirmed this

mediational model using an undergraduate

sample (N = 125). More Machiavellian

individuals were more likely to seek short-term

sexual partners using Facebook and Twitter

(non-normative usages), and did so because of

harsh childhoods. This mediational model did

not predict use of normative media (i.e.,

Snapchat, Instagram, & Tinder) for seeking

short- or long-term partners. A two-step

mediational model showed, further, that the use

of normative social media to seek partners also

predicted self-reported rates of short-term sex.

We discuss Dark Triad traits and the use of

social media for sexual deception.

;

Life History, the Dark Triad, and the
Use of Social Media for Seeking
Sexual Partners: Testing a ...
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Islamophobic online hate speech is very

common. This is problematic as degrading

social groups traumatizes targets, evokes…

stress, and depression. Since individuals

interpret no reaction of others as consent to

hate speech, countering is essential. However,

it is unclear which factors determine minorities’

reaction to hate speech. Drawing from social

identity theory and research on in-group

intervention, we inquire how Islamophobic hate

speech and counter speech by majority or

minority members shape Muslims’ willingness

to intervene. Thus, in an online experiment (N =

362), we varied the presence of Islamophobic

hate speech and counter speech by a (Non-)

Muslim. Results show that Islamophobic hate

speech leads to a perceived religious identity

threat which, in turn, increases the personal

responsibility to intervene and results in higher

intentions to counter factually and to

strengthen inter-group relations. Also, counter

speech by both majority and minority directly

lowers their intention to counter hatefully.

;

I’ll Be There? Effects of Islamophobic
Hate and Counter Speech on
Muslims’ Intention to Intervene
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The ability of social media users to express

themselves online should be influential for

opinion formation, including potential…

polarization. Still, little is known about how

expression interacts with users’ psychological

predispositions. The potential for expression to

influence support for social media-based racial

justice movements, which could also be

affected by underlying feelings of racial

resentment, is of particular interest. Using data

from a survey conducted during the 2016

presidential election, we find that racial

resentment moderates the relationship

between expression and support for racial

justice movements. Among low-resentment

social media users, more frequent expression

was associated with less support for Black

Lives Matter. Additionally, low- versus high-

resentment users who more frequently

expressed themselves on social media were

more polarized in their support for All Lives

Matter but less polarized in their support for

Black Lives Matter. Our findings indicate that

users’ psychological predispositions must be

taken into account when determining the

effects of social media expression on issue

polarization or convergence.

;

Social Media Expression, User
Predispositions, and Polarization:
How Social Media Use and Racial ...
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This conceptual paper examines several

theoretical approaches to understanding online

hate as a social, rather than…

psychopathological, process. Online hate

includes written and graphical messages, often

referred to as “hate speech,” directed at groups

or members of racial, religious, sexual-

orientation, or political groups, or at individuals

for whom aggressors bear a personal

animosity. The essay articulates various

affordances of social media and other forms of

computer-mediated communication (CMC) that

facilitate the social development of hate, the

social organization of groups of aggressors, the

collaborative delivery of hate messages, and

the social reinforcement to aggressors from

other haters. It describes the evolution of

relationships among like-minded haters from

ingroup to interpersonal relations. Drawing on

the hyperpersonal model of CMC, it proposes a

model of wherein the collaborative generation

and execution of hate serves prosocial

functions among groups of friends who

reinforce one another’s acts of online

aggression.

;

Online Hate: A Prosocial Explanation
of Antisocial Behavior and
Affordances of Social Media
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This study explores the network and relational

dynamics among NGOs, governmental

organizations (GOs) and corporations for…

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) practices

in South Korea. The study integrates and

advances institutional theory from network

perspective to further understand the network

mechanisms by which NGOs develop

pressures on corporations to practice CSR. The

study also explores how the national

institutional context in which the NGOs operate

(the state-led market economy of South Korea)

may be related to their network dynamics for

motivating CSR practices. The results suggest

that the level of influence the NGOs establish

within NGO/GO networks, represented by their

eigenvector centrality, most strongly predicts

the level of their embeddedness (degree
centrality) and positions (eigenvector centrality
and betweenness centrality) within

NGO/corporate networks. However, the level of

their influence within their own NGO/NGO

sector mostly weakens their embeddedness

and positions within both NGO/GO and

NGO/corporate networks, especially when their

relationships with GOs and corporations are

adversarial in nature. The study highlights the

importance of considering the significance of

NGO relationships with GOs for further

understanding how NGOs in a state-led market

economy develop pressures for CSR.

;

NGO Roles for Corporate Social
Responsibility: Network Analysis of
NGO-GO-Corporate Collaborative...
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Research has shown that there is a reciprocal

relationship between news framing and real-life

events (Thompson, 1995; Vasterman, 2005).…

This phenomenon, described by Hopp, Fisher,

and Weber (2020) as ‘frame-setting’, suggests

that events produce news, and the way news

media frames certain events shape audience

responses, which in turn can influence the

nature of ensuing events. Of particular interest

is Hopp et al.’s finding that frame-setting can be

explained through moral intuitions. The Model

of Intuitive Morality and Exemplars (MIME; see,

for review, Tamborini, 2013; Tamborini & Weber,

2020) states that moral content in the media

activates related moral intuitions in the

audience. Thus, frame-setting in relation to the

MIME explains that moral intuitions are

represented in the news, that audiences

evaluate news based on their moral frames,

;

Moral News Frames and Their
Effects on the Stock Market
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